As mentioned in the first post, this blog chronicles something of a personal journey as I “flipped” my organic course. For each post, the plan is to cover a specific topic. Since they were areas that I identified as needing improvement and are of greatest concern for the continued use of flipping, I’ll start with topics where something could have been done better. So, this post will consider the questions used in the face-to-face class.

At the most recent BCCE this past August, there were around 40 talks about flipping courses in every area of chemistry with an entire symposium devoted to organic chemistry alone. An interesting picture of flipping developed as one talk followed another. Although there were many similarities in the courses as to what to lead to success with the students, no two speakers had quite the same experience. For example, where many found it necessary to provide varying amounts of review before proceeding to the in class questions, a few, such as myself found that their students preferred getting right down to business and didn’t want a review. Other the hand, I was with the majority in providing short 5 – 10 minute online lectures prior to class while others stayed with a 50 or 90 minute format for their online lectures. Although I refer to this blog as a personal journey, perhaps you will find that much of what is written here resonates with your attempt to flip a portion or all of your class. In other cases, you may need to do something completely different. Those with more experience and depth of knowledge related to flipping their courses are certainly welcome to comment and provide your insights.

Besides recording all of the lectures for the two-semester sequence, in class activities had to be provided for each and every session. For years, my “traditional” lecture was laced with classroom assessment technique (CAT’s) questions. Also classes were followed by twice a week review sessions where many homework problems were covered. While considering the “in class” questions, it became apparent that the majority of the CAT’s questions would be unsuitable for use. Meanwhile it appeared to be a simple task to take all of the previous review session questions and modify them for the class. This assumed the model of time shifting where the lectures are moved outside of the face to face class while the homework problems are moved into it. Since CAT’s questions are often meant to check comprehension of a lecture topic that has just been covered and often are rather simple, it made sense and turned out to be the case that many would not belong in the face-to-face class. Some were retained in the online lectures where the students were asked to momentarily stop the lecture and consider a...
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I have been fortunate enough to attend two of the workshops offered by cCWCS. I participated in the Active Learning in Organic Chemistry in Charlotte, NC and the Guided Inquiry in Organic Chemistry Laboratory in Minneapolis, MN. I am also lucky in that I have institutional support (funding) and autonomy (I am the only one who teaches organic chemistry), so any changes I make are quick and easy. Some of the major changes I have made recently are integrating material I got from the two workshops. My organic chemistry is semi-flipped. I have not developed enough resources (videos, problem sets) to completely flip the course. I have been adding videos (some out of necessity as we have missed several classes due to inclement weather and some out of pedagogy) to my course. I have recently purchases a set of clickers in which I quiz the students over the material in the videos or as a review of the last class meeting then teach the lesson based upon the results. We then work problems in class. The students also have indicated they like the videos as they are able to go back and review the material as many times as they feel like they need to. This has been particularly useful when we were studying elimination reactions. They could go back and review some of the minor details of these reactions that we sometimes take for granted. Eventually, I would like to completely flip this class where all the lectures are given as homework and we work problems and do the online homework in class.

My labs are a hybrid of traditional and guided inquiry. I give the traditional labs but pose guided inquiry questions, which we discuss as a group as part of our post lab report. I think it has added to the laboratory experience and has engaged more students than in the past. It is still a work in progress and I would like to improve the process even more.

OrganicERs on Facebook!

At our 2013 workshop in Charlotte, participants suggested that Facebook would be a good way to help community members keep in touch. Workshop participants in Denver (2014) agreed. Then this year at our workshop in Washington, DC, workshop participants mentioned the idea again. We've finally taken the plunge and started a Facebook group. If you're active on Facebook, come join us https://www.facebook.com/groups/586295841473164/
question that tested their understanding of a topic. The surprise came when it turned out that moving the review session questions into the face to face class did not work as smoothly as expected.

One description of the flipped classroom changes the temporal location of these activities and uses peer-to-peer learning. The same lectures are now recorded ahead of time, and the students are required to watch them before class. These are posted online. They complete some sort of assignment which may also be online that assesses whether they have watched the lectures. Then in class, the students work on the “homework” or review problems together taking advantage of peer-to-peer learning. The instructor checks on how they are doing by having the students respond with clickers for example. The instructor can now address misconceptions long before an exam or quiz. The flip then is to move the lecture to an outside of class activity and most problem solving into the face to face class.

Over time it became clear that asking the questions in a semi-random order that worked so well for the review sessions didn’t seem to be as beneficial in the face to face class. Instead, it was better to ask questions that were roughly following the topic order in class and to use “scaffolding.” This latter technique refers to building up the question complexity until the class is functioning at the desired level of rigor. Scaffolding can also refer to writing the questions in a manner that shows the students how to approach the problem. Electrophilic addition of HX along with acid catalyzed hydration and NMR spectroscopy can be used as examples.

For electrophilic addition and acid catalyzed hydration, the following sequence of question topics could be asked. (The topic order and scaffolding choices were based on using Jones and Fleming for a text.)

- Product of the addition of HX to a symmetrical alkene
- Mechanism of addition

For NMR, the following topic order for questions could be used.

- Assignment of chemical shifts in 1H NMR spectrum of p-methylbenzaldehyde
- Propyl propanoate spectrum: assignment of provided structural fragments based on chemical shift and splitting patterns (total structure not provided)
- Determination that propyl propanoate structure fits the spectrum in the previous question best
- Students propose structure of compound of dipropyl ether based on molecular formula, chemical shifts, splitting, and integration in its 1H NMR spectrum. (Degrees of unsaturation covered earlier with IR)
- Protons on N and O in NMR
- The appearance of two doublets in the 1H NMR spectra of p-substituted aromatic rings
- Predict the multiplicity of protons in various structures
- 13C NMR chemical shifts and p-methylbenzaldehyde

Continued…
• Predict the number of peaks in a $^{13}$C NMR spectrum of p-methylbenzaldehyde
• The students were given the molecular formula, IR, 1H NMR and 13 NMR spectra of the following compounds in order and asked to propose structures. The spectra came from A Spectrum of Spectral Problems by Richard A. Tomasi
  o 2,4-dimethylpentan-3-one
  o p-ethoxybenzaldehyde
  o p-ethylacetophenone
  o isooctane
  o benzyl butanoate
  o 2-ethoxyethyl acetate
• Homotopic, enantiotopic, and diastereotopic protons
  Most of the questions were of the type found in most organic texts except that they were adapted for use with classroom response systems. Eventually, I plan to post the questions that have been used during the course of the year. However, questions that are from copyrighted material must be culled first. They could be used in the class under fair use but should not be posted on OrganicERs.

Another area that needed improvement was the amount of time spent on some topics. My tendency was to add a few too many questions. I fell into the trap of thinking that if I just added 1 or 2 more questions, they would really understand the topic. This caused me to go too slow on some topics and too fast in others. The course pace was uneven. Next time, it will be necessary to be more judicious in choosing questions and leave some questions as some type of post class homework. Recently, I was able to do this more successfully in a general education
chemistry course that I taught this fall. In a future post, I’ll cover pre- and post-class assignments and their use.

Since the class size was approximately 100 students, the iClicker classroom response system was used to poll the students for each in class question. This meant that although more sophisticated questions were asked, the format was limited to the capabilities of the iClicker2 and iClickergo phone app. However, this allowed for more than multiple choices questions. Both text and numerical questions could be asked. For example, students could be asked to text in the name of a functional group projected on the screen. For a numerical response, they could be asked to enter the number of peaks that would be observed in the $^{13}$C NMR spectrum of benzophenone. Numerical responses can be used to ask both mechanistic and synthetic questions. Two examples are shown here. The answers that the students should have entered are given as numbers in blue.

Another option for multiple choice questions is to go around the room and solicit responses from the students, place 5 different answers on the board, and then let them vote on what they consider to be the best answer. This worked particularly well for spectroscopy questions. Finally, although it’s more of a guide for classroom assessment technique type questions, Suzanne Ruder’s book Clickers in Action: Active Learning in Organic Chemistry is a useful guide for constructing clicker questions.
Survey results

In the first newsletter, we asked readers to complete a survey. Here we report the survey results.

Homework. Most organic chemistry instructors (85%) assign graded homework to their classes. More instructors use online homework systems (55%) than traditional written on paper homework (30%).

Textbooks. The three most commonly used textbooks among survey respondents were those written by Klein, McMurry, and J. G. Smith. Each of these three books had 26% of the audience. The remainder were split among: Wade, Solomons, and Bruice.

Website. Survey respondents find that the curriculum materials on the OrganicERs site are the most useful site feature. If you haven't checked out the curriculum materials, we encourage you to do so.

Recently the OrganicERs Leadership Board approved a set of recommendations for videos posted to our website. These guidelines are based on the pedagogical literature that we have read. Issues such as student habits and learning theories play a role in these best practices.

Report from Washington DC workshop

From June 22 – 25 of this year the cCWCS sponsored its third Active Learning in Organic Chemistry mini-workshop at the Holiday Inn near Dulles Airport, just outside the nation’s capital. As in previous years this workshop hosted 25 instructors of organic chemistry from different 2 and 4 year institutions from around the country. The participants this year were given hands-on exposure to various pedagogical strategies, e.g., video lectures, Just-in-Time Teaching (JiTT) and Peer-to-Peer learning, and the support technologies, e.g., screen capture, iPads, Doceri, Explain Everything, clickers, and Livescribe Pens, that will allow them to implement a “flipped” classroom and bring the excitement of active learning to their students.

New to the workshop this year was a discussion and activities in backward design and assessments. Participants applied these critically important concepts to the development of learning objectives and assessment items for the reactions of aldehydes and ketones.

Finally, the workshop closed on Thursday morning with a Skype presentation from a former participant (Charlotte, NC, 2013) to share with the audience his experiences with incorporating active learning into his classroom.